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A SIMPLISTIC APPROACH TO INVERSE TRANSVERSALS*

by T. S. BLYTH and M. H. ALMEIDA SANTOS

(Received 19th May 1994)

An inverse transversal of a regular semigroup S is an inverse subsemigroup that contains precisely one inverse
of each element of S. In the literature there are three known types of inverse transversal, namely those that are
multiplicative, those that are weakly multiplicative, and those that form quasi-ideals. Here, by considering
natural ways in which certain words can be simplified, we reveal four new types of inverse transversal. All of
these can be illustrated nicely in examples that are based on 2 x 2 matrices.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: 20M17.

An inverse transversal of a regular semigroup S is an inverse subsemigroup T with the
property that |TnK(x)| = l for every xeS, where K(x) denotes the set of inverses of
xeS. In what follows we shall write the unique element of T n V(x) as x°, and T as
S° = {x°;xeS}. Then in S° we have ( x 0 ) " 1 ^ 0 0 - If £(S°) is the semilattice of
idempotents of S° then the inverse transversal S° is said to be multiplicative if
x°xyy°eE(S°) for all x,yeS [2]; weakly multiplicative if {x° xyy0)0 e E(S°) for all x,yeS
[9]; and a quasi-ideal if S°SS°^S° [7]. The complicated structure of regular semigroups
having inverse transversals of these types has been determined by Saito [10]. Here we
shall make use of the following important facts:

(a) S is orthodox if and only if (xy)°=y°x° for all x,yeS, in which case e°eE for
every eeE;

(/?) if S is orthodox then all inverse transversals are weakly multiplicative;
(y) (Vx,yeS) (xy°)o = yoox° and (y° x)° = x° y00.

Recently, we have shown [5] that an inverse transversal is multiplicative if and only if it
is both weakly multiplicative and a quasi-ideal.

Quite often, arguments that concern inverse transversals deal with rather complicated
computations involving elements of the form x00 and naturally occurring identities such
as, for example, xox0Oxo = x°xx0. Here we consider inverse transversals with respect to
which certain words can be simplified similarly.

Definition. Let S be a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Define a
balanced word over S to be an element of the form w = xal...anx, i.e. that begins and
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ends with the same letter x of S. Define an inflation of w to be a word obtained from w
by replacing any intermediate letter yt by y°°, and a deflation of w to be a word
obtained from w by replacing any intermediate letter of the form y°° by yt. Then we
shall say that the inverse transversal is strongly simplistic if every balanced word is
invariant under all inflations and deflations.

Thus, for example, relative to a strongly simplistic inverse transversal we have

xabx = xaoobx = xaboox = xa00bO0x = x(ab)°°x.

That this is quite a strong condition is reflected in the following characterisation.

Theorem 1. Let S be a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(1) S° is strongly simplistic;
(2) S is orthodox and S° is multiplicative.

Proof. (1)=>(2): if (1) holds then, for all x,yeS we have, on the one hand, since
idempotents in S° commute,

yox°xyy°x0 = y° x° x00 y00 y° x° = y° y°° y° x° x00 x° = y°x°

and, on the other,

xyy°x°xy = xy(xy)°xy • y°x° • xy(xy)°xy

= xy(xy)oxooyooyox°x0Oy0O(xy)oxy

= xy(xy)°xooyoo(xy)°xy

= xy(xy)° xy(xy)° xy

It follows that y°x°e V(xy) n S° and consequently y°x° = (xy)°. Hence S is orthodox.
Now we also have

It follows that

and hence that
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x°xyy° = x0xxoxooyooyoyy0 = x°xooyooy° e E(S°).

Consequently, S° is multiplicative.

(2)=>(1): If (2) holds then S° is a quasi-ideal and therefore in particular x0Sx0^S° for
every xeS. Consequently, every balanced word w of the form x°...x° belongs to 5° and
so w = w00. Since S is orthodox by hypothesis, we have (afc)oo = aoob00 for all a,beS. It
follows that every inflation e of w is such that e = e00 = w00 = w, and similarly for every
deflation of w. Hence all balanced words of the form x°...x° are invariant under
inflation or deflation. Now let y = x...x be an arbitrary balanced word. Let t be an
inflation of y. Then clearly xx°t = l = £x°x. Now x°tx° is an inflation of x°yx° so, by the
above observation, x°txo=xo.yx0. Consequently.

y = xx°_yx°x = xx°lx°x = t.

Similarly we can show that if s is a deflation of y then s = y. We conclude that S° is
strongly simplistic. •

The characterisation in Theorem 1 shows that the condition that S° be strongly
simplistic is quite restrictive. It is natural, therefore, to consider weaker conditions. For
this purpose we require the fact, established by Tang [11], that if £(S) is the set of
idempotents of S then

is a sub-band of S; moreover, it is left regular [i.e. (yi,jel) iji = ij~\. Dually,

A = {x°x;xeS} = {/6£(S);/=/0/}

is a sub-band of S; moreover, it is right regular [i.e. (Ve,/eA) efe=fe].
Observe that I n A = £(S°), In fact, if e e l n A then e = ee°=e°e and therefore

eo = e°eeo = ee° = e, so ee£(S°). Conversely, if eeE(S°) then eeV(e)nS° gives e = e° and
consequently e e l n A .

Clearly, if ie l then i° = ioiio = ioi whence i°eE(S°) so that i°e V(i°)nS° and therefore
i° = i00. Similarly, if / e A then / 0 0 = / ° G £ ( S 0 ) . It follows that the bands I and A have
as inverse transversal the semilattice £(S°).

Definition. Let S be a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Then we
shall say that S° is left simplistic if

(Vx,yeS) x V ^ x V W 0 ;

right simplistic if

xoyxo = xoyy°yoox0;
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and simplistic if it is both left simplistic and right simplistic.

Theorem 2. Let S be a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(1) S° is left simplistic;

(2) (Vijel) ij = if;

(3) I is left normal;

(4) I is normal;

(5) E(S°) is a right ideal of I;

(6) (Vx,y,zeS) x°yzo = xoyooy°yz0;

(7) S°IS°cS0;
(8) (VxeS°)(VieI) xix°e£(S°);

(9) (Vx e S)(Vi, j e I) xi(xi)0 and xj(xj)0 commute.

Proof. (1)=>(2): Suppose that (1) holds. Then for i,j,kel we have

= i°(ji)00Ui)0jii° by(l)

= iyopopfjit* since I is orthodox

=IV'°»V;»0

= i°j° since i°, _/° commute.

Consequently, ij = ii°j = ii°j° = iy'0.

(2)=>(3): If (2) holds then, for all i,j,kel,

ijk = ijk° = ij°k° = ik°j° = ikj° = ikj.

Hence I is left normal.
(3)=>(4): This is clear.
(4)=>(5): if (3) holds then for every x°e£(S°) and every ie l we have

x°i = xoiioi = xoi°ii by (4)

= x°i° e £(S°) since i° e £(S°).

Hence £(S°)l££(S°) and so £(S°) is a right ideal of I.

(5)=>(6): Since I is orthodox we have, for all x,yeS,

(xoox°yy0)00 = (x00x°)00(j;/)00 = xoox°yooy0.
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Consequently, if (5) holds then, for all x,y,ze S,

xoyzo = xoxO0xoyy°yz0

= xo(xooxoyy°)ooyz0 by (5)

= xoyooy°yz0.

(6)=>(7): If (6) holds, take 3;el. Then y = yy° and (7) follows.

(7)=>(8): If (7) holds then for xeS° and / e l we have, using (y), xixo = (xjxo)oo = xi°x0

which clearly belongs to E(S°).

(8)=>(9): If (8) holds then for all x e S and all i,jel we have, since I is left regular,

= xx° • xi{xi)°xj(xj))° • xx°xoox°
= xx° • xi(xi)°xj(xj)° • xo ox°

= XXO(XJ(X0OX;(X;)O)°X0 0 x° by (8)

= xxo(x;(x7)oxi(x0o)oxoox° since (Vi, j e

(9)=>(3): If (9) holds, choose xekel. Since then ki{ki)°kj(kj)° = kikj = kij it follows
from (9) that kij = kji, so that (3) holds.

(6)=>(1): This is clear. •

There is of course a result that is dual to Theorem 2 and gives a characterisation of
right simplistic inverse transversals. Combining these, we obtain:

Theorem 3. Let S be a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(1) S° is simplistic;

(2) I is (left) normal and A is (right) normal;

(3) E(S°) is a right ideal of I and a left ideal of A;

(4) (Vx,y,zeS) x V ^ x V V ;

(5) (Vx,yeS) x°yxo = xoyoox°;

(6) S° is a quasi-ideal of S.

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 2 and its dual that the statements (1), (2), (3) are
equivalent.

(3)=>(4): if (3) holds then for all x,y,zeSv/e have
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x°yz° = xoxooxoyy°yzozooz0

= xoxooxoyooy°yzozooz0

=xoxO0xoyooyoy00z°zooz0

= x°yooz°.

[£(S°) a right ideal of I]

[£(S°) a left ideal of A]

(4)=>(5): This is trivial.

(4)=>(6): Clearly, if (4) holds then S°SS°QS°.

(5)=>(1): If (5) holds then for all x,yeS we have

x°yooyoyx° = x° x00 x° y00 y° yx°

= x0y0Oyoxoox°yx0

= xoyooyoxoox°y00x0

= xoxooxoyooy°yoox0

= x°yoox°

= x°yx°

by (5)

by (5).

Consequently, S° is left simplistic. Similarly, S° is right simplistic.
(6)=>(2): This is established in [7, Proposition 1.7]. •
Using the fact, mentioned above, that an inverse transversal is multiplicative if and

only if it is both weakly multiplicative and a quasi-ideal, we can order by logical
implication the various properties concerning inverse transversals and thereby obtain
the following semilattice:

weakly multiplicative left simplistic right simplistic

weakly multiplicative
and left simplistic

weakly multiplicative
and right simplistic

simplistic
[ = quasi-ideal]

multiplicative

In what follows we shall give a variety of examples, all of which are based on 2 x 2
matrices, that describe regular semigroups (orthodox or otherwise, as appropriate) that
have the properties described above. We list these examples according to the strongest
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condition satisfied by the inverse transversal S°. In some of these we make use of the
semigroup Sing2x2IR °f singular real 2 x 2 matrices. We let Singfx2R be the subset of
those matrices whose leading element (i.e. that in the (1, Imposition) is non-zero.

(a) S° multiplicative.

Here examples are well known. For instance, if S is a naturally ordered regular
semigroup with a biggest idempotent a then OLSOL is a multiplicative inverse transversal of
S [1, 3]. For our purposes below, we provide the following examples of terms of 2 x 2
matrices.

Example 1 [orthodox]. Let St be the subset of Singf x2fR described by

Sl={[o 0} x>yeU> x*°\

[ x~l 0~| He vi
e V\ jl and so St is

regular. The idempotents are the matrices of the form and consequently St is

orthodox. If we define * ^ = * then the group S° = ). \* ^ ; x#0V is such

that

and is therefore an inverse transversal of St. Again as can readily be verified, we have

from which it follows that AI = E(S°) and therefore S° is multiplicative.

Example 2 [non-orthodox']. Let F be a field of characteristic 2 and consider the
subset S2 of Mat2 x iF given by

HO:} [ : »}[i i}[i s}[? o]}-^—»•
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The only non-idempotent of S2 is a, and clearly de V(a). Hence S2 is regular. That S2 is
not orthodox follows from the equality bc = a. It is readily verified that

{d}, V(b) = {d,b}, V(c) = {d,c}, V(d) = {d,a,b,c),

Defining

we therefore obtain an inverse (in fact, semilattice) transversal S2 = (d,e}.
Simple calculations reveal that \ = {b,d,e] and \ = {c,d,e). It follows that \\ = {d,e]

and so S2 is multiplicative.

(b) S° weakly multiplicative and left simplistic.

Example 3 [orthodox]. Let S3 be the semigroup that consists of S t with the 2 x 2
identity matrix adjoined. Then, as shown in [4] , S3 is right inverse. Moreover,

0 0

and consequently

*>3 =

is an inverse transversal of S3 which is weakly multiplicative but not multiplicative.
Since S3 is right inverse, it satisfies the identity x = xoox°x and consequently S° is left
simplistic. That S° is not right simplistic follows from the fact that A = £(S3) and does
not contain E(S3) as a left ideal.

Example 4 [non-orthodox~\. The semigroup S^ = S2xS3, where S2 is an Example 2
and S3 is as in Example 3, suffices. The inverse transversal in question is S° x S3.
Equivalently, we can consider the semigroup of 4 x 4 matrices of the form

B

where AeS2, BeS3, and all other entries are 0.

(c) S° weakly multiplicative and right simplistic.

Example 5 [orthodox]. Simply form S5 from S3 above by taking the transposes of
all the matrices.
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Example 6 [non-orthodox]. Take S6 = S2x S5.

(d) S° weakly multiplicative.

Example 7 [orthodox]. Take S-^^SjxSs. Equivalently, consider the semigroup of
4x4 matrices of the form

B

where AeS3, BeS5, and all other entries are 0.

Example 8 [non-orthodox]. In [5] we have shown that if B is a boolean algebra then

the semigroup B2 = Mat2x2B is regular and non-orthodox. Moreover, every . U#2
Lc dJ

has a biggest inverse, namely

a bl° _[~b'(a + c) + c'(a + b) + d a'(c + d) + b'(a + c) + bl
d ~\ a'i

and the set B° so described is an inverse transversal of B2 that is weakly multiplicative
but not multiplicative. From the descriptions of E(B\) and of I given in [5] we have in

particular that if X = \a a\ then Xel and X$B°2. Consequently, if E(B°2) were a right«-[: o
ideal of I then we would have the contradiction X = I2XeE(B%). Hence B% is not left
simplistic; and similarly it is not right simplistic.

(e) S° a quasi-ideal.

Here examples are again well known and include rectangular bands of inverse
semigroups [8] and four-spiral semigroups [6]. Note that, as observed above, when S is
orthodox all inverse transversals are weakly multiplicative. In what follows, therefore, all
examples have to be non-orthodox. The following matrix example will be useful in
another context.

Example 9. Observe that Singf x 2 R consists of matrices of the form

fa b

l c a >
where a,b,ceU with a # 0 . Let M be the set Singfx2IR with the 2 x 2 zero matrix
adjoined. Then M is a semigroup. This can be verified by considering the product
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[ a b 1 pc y I f ax + bz ay + bx~1yz 1

c a^bcj^z x^yzj \_cx + a~1bcz cy + a~1bcx~lyzj
and observing that if ax + bz = 0 then every element of the matrix on the right hand side
is 0. That M is regular follows, for example, from the fact that if a # 0 then, by a simple
calculation,

a"1 01 [a b

0 0_| |

That M is not orthodox can easily be verified. For example, each of the matrices

belongs to M and is idempotent but AB is not idempotent.
Consider now the subset

o]}
which, being clearly a group with a zero element adjoined, is an inverse subsemigroup
of M. Since

we have that M° is an inverse transversal of M, so we can define appropriately

Ya b TJa'1 01 [0 0l° [0 01
[c a'1 be] L 0 OJ' |_0 j [ j

Further easy calculations show that

Consider now the semilattice
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>={[o 0} [0 %
Clearly, £(M°) is a right ideal of I and a left ideal of A. It follows by Theorem 3 that
the inverse transversal M° is a quasi-ideal of M. Since a typical non-zero element of
Alis

n x i n oi_n+xy on

|_0 Oj\_y oj~[ 0 oj

and since this does not in general belong to E{M°) we see that M° is not multiplicative.

(/) S° left simplistic.
Example 10. The semigroup MxS3, where M is as in Example 9 and S3 is as in

Example 3, suffices. Equivalently, we can consider the semigroup of 4 x 4 matrices of the
form

0

where AeM, BeS3, and all other entries are 0.

(g) S° right simplistic.

Example 11. Take M x S5, or transposes of the matrices in Example 10.

It is natural to complete this list of examples by illustrating a regular semigroup S
with an inverse transversal S° that does not satisfy any of the above properties.

Example 12. Consider the semigroup M of Example 9. If M1 = M u { / 2 } then an
inverse transversal of M1 is (M1)° = (M0)1. Moreover, £(M1) = £(M)1 and the corres-
ponding bands are I1 and A1. Now

V-ItVs

and so E((M1)°)V = l1. Since ^ ( M 1 ) 0 ) ^ ! 1 it follows that E{(Ml)°) is not a right ideal
of I1. Similarly, it is not a left ideal of A1. Hence (M1)0 is neither left simplistic nor right
simplistic. Now M° is not weakly multiplicative. Indeed, if it were, then since it is a
quasi-ideal it would be multiplicative; and as shown in Example 9 this is not the case.
Consequently, (M1)0 is not weakly multiplicative. These observations show that the
inverse transversal (M1)0 satisfies none of the properties considered above.
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As Example 12 illustrates, the situation is quite different in the presence of an identity
element. In relation to this, more can be said: if S is a monoid and S° is left simplistic or
right simplistic then S is necessarily orthodox. This follows from the following result and
its dual.

Theorem 4. Let S be a regular monoid with an inverse transversal S°. Then the
following statements are equivalent:

(1) S° is left simplistic;
(2) S is right inverse.
Proof. (1)=>(2): If (1) holds then since 1 e£(S°) we have, by Theorem 3,

and therefore I = £(S°). It follows that

AI = A£(S°)sAA = A

and therefore (AI)° c A0 £ I = £(S°). Consequently, S° is weakly multiplicative. It follows
by [9] that if <£(S)> is the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents then

Thus we see that <£(£)> = A, from which it follows that S is orthodox with £(S) = A.
Consequently, every idempotent of S is of the form x°x and therefore Green's relation
S£ reduces to equality on £(S). In other words, S is right inverse.

(2)=>(1): If (2) holds then, by [4], the identity x = xoox°x holds in S and therefore S°
is left simplistic. •

Our final example shows that when S° is multiplicative the presence of an identity
element is less dramatic.

Example 13. Let B be a boolean algebra and consider the subsets of Mat2x2# given
by

H[: KH HE J
Under matrix multiplication, the set Z = X\J Y is a band in which

Consequently, defining
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0 T = |~JC 0"|° = r
0J ~|_* oj [

we have that Z° = Y is a semilattice transversal of Z. It is readily seen that I = Z and
A=Y, so that

AI= YZ=Y=Z° = E(Z°),

and therefore Z° is multiplicative.
Consider now the band Z ' = Z u { / 2 ) . The semilattice transversal (Z1)° = (Z0)1 is then

weakly multiplicative but not multiplicative, for if A = with x / 0 then

I°2I2AA° = A$ Y=E(Z°).

Since, as is readily verified, the identity xx°xoo = x is satisfied in Z1, it follows that (Z1)0

is right simplistic.
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